
Insurance perspectives and updates

Hamtern Financial Services are specialists in construction-related guarantees 

What are they?

A guarantee is a written undertaking by an institution ("the guarantor") on behalf of a party 
("the principal") to pay an agreed amount to another party ("the beneficiary") if the principal 
defaults in terms of the contract between them.

What guarantees does Hamtern offer

    We have agreements and dealings with all the major insurers and underwriting managers 
    that provide guarantee facilities.
    Insurers have the technical, financial and legal expertise to assess the risks associated with 
    such liabilities. 
    Hamtern takes responsibility for the collection, checking and delivery of the guarantee 
    document. Where possible, we strive for a forty-eight hour turnaround time.
    We have considerable experience in arranging various types of Performance and Construction 
    related Guarantees, Customs and Excise Bonds, Mining Rehabilitation Guarantees and Property
    Development Bonds.
    Hamtern understands the importance of the Guarantee and will demand and deliver service 
    excellence but with that extra personal Hamtern “touch”.

How can Hamtern assist?

    We will negotiate facilities at the best possible terms and conditions that are aligned to your 
    specific requirements.
    We will timeously arrange the placement of various classes of guarantees.
    We will proactively handle and monitor the guarantee facility.

Benefits 

    Avoid paying 100% cash or a reduction in overdraft for the amount of the guarantee. 
    Enables the client to free up it’s overdraft facility.
    Collateral requirements of insurers are often considerably less than that of the banking sector.
    The minimum requirements by insurers is the signing of a counter indemnity by the company
    and depending on circumstances, personal sureties by directors/shareholders of 
    the company.
    Insurers are flexible in the issue of the guarantee on the pro-forma wording provided by the 
    employer/client.
    Should the guarantee be called up for any number of reasons, the bank will generally pay
    on demand without investigation, whereas the insurance company will investigate all the 
    circumstances, in an attempt to protect the various stakeholders.
    Enables you to bid for contracts which call for guarantees - if a guarantee facility is in place 
    a letter of intent can be supplied at tender stage.
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